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The Next-Generation
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Complete Intranet Platform
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Productivity & Collaboration In One
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On Cloud Or On Premises
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The Best Productivity
Platform. Period.
Turn your users’ browser into a full-fledged digital office.
Edit & manage files, share content, communicate via
chat or video, all in one easy-to-use platform.
We have optimized the user experience to turn your
organization into a hub of efficiency and collaboration.
Start working from day one!

What We Offer
Video Conference

Whether it’s one-on-one or 200
attendees, we got your covered.
With an easy-to-use secure video
conference with built-in drawing
board and breakout rooms, online
meetings are fun again.
Need help in a document or a
presentation? Just click on a call
button to securely collaborate
real-time with your colleagues.
Attach your work and notes to
your conversations so you never
look back.
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Secure Cloud or On-Premises
Your data is securely hosted in a
data center nearby, either Huawei
Cloud or Amazon AWS, and
managed by our team of senior
dedicated engineers with decades of
experience.
You can also opt for easy-to-deploy
and cost-effective on-premises
servers. For increased data
resilience you can have your data
synchronized on our cloud so you
can securely access it anywhere,
without a VPN!

All your features in one package!

0ne0ffice is the hub of your productivity and collaboration. A single package that includes it all,
right from within your browser.
There are no hidden costs, license fees for additional features. All built-in from day one!

Hit the ground running!

Nothing slows down a new deployment like change management! The best tech gets bad press as
team members get used to the new 'way'.
Not with 0ne0ffice. Easy to use by design, uncluttered and familiar interface and consistency in
design (after all, it was all made in one piece). Supported by best-in-class documentation and
videos, your users will fall in love with you!

Customizable out-of-the-box

You are not alone, there is no off-the-shelf solution that will 100% fit your organization and its
culture.
0ne0ffice is not some platform built to satisfy some of your needs and hope you live with the rest.
Having covered most industry verticals and many organizational cultures, we bet we have the
customization of the magical tool you need. If not, just drop us a line and we'll be honest with you.
There is no such things as one-size-fits-all.

Core Design
0ne0ffice was designed by listening to companies and
adding or iterating features. We spent thousands of
hours testing and improving the core features to make
sure they serve companies’ core needs, while making
0ne0ffice extensible to add specific needs.
Our goal is to make collaboration and productivity
second nature. We do this by making easy-to-use
integrated tools that focus on user experience so you
can focus on your work.

Features
Productivity Suite

Security

Edit your Microsoft Word, Excel and
PowerPoint documents directly in your
browser. We built the BEST productivity
tools. Supports all the features of the
native application, except you can open
your document faster, anywhere and edit
them in a simpler and intuitive interface.

All your work and content is 100%
secure. Military-grade encryption is not
optional, it’s built-in. While other tools
save money by bundling their users on
the same database and infrastructure,
we create a separate sandbox for you.
It’s your space.

The built-in document editor was
designed to be faster and easier to use
than Office365 or Google Docs. We didn’t
cut any corners! Thanks to the deep
integration into 0ne0ffice, you get 100%
collaboration by design. Just give it a spin
if you don’t believe us.

Some applications (like healthcare,
banking, legal, accounting) cannot use
cloud solutions. There is no safer place
than home, no matter what cloud-only
providers try to convince you. Host your
content on your premises and never lose
any sleep!

Commonly Used Features

Video Conference

Files

Sharing

Online conferencing shouldn't be
difficult. Built on the latest proven
technologies we use your browser's
built-in encoders to stream your video
and audio. Makes for a faster,
smoother and more secure experience.

Organize your files easily. Tag, create
folders, add comments ... you are in
control!

Share anything! Documents, folders,
contacts, conversations. And do it
simply.

Work with your colleagues in shared
workspaces. 0ne0ffice even extracts
documents from your email and saves
them for you in the right workspace.

You can even share outside your
organization with time-sensitive links to
make sure you don't forget to release
your files.

The built-in full text search lets you
locate you files in nanoseconds. A smart
engine even tries to guess for you what
you will work on next (we try to read
your mind whenever possible).

Administrators can even control sharing
rules to force password-based links or
prevent external sharing. You are in
control!

But video conferencing is not just about
communication. It's about collaborative
work. This is why you can create
permanent conversations for your
projects and attach your work and files
to them. This way your work history is
never lost and you are organized
from day one.

Commonly Used Features

Contact

Group Chats

Surveys

What would you do without your
contacts? It's all there, and easily
accessible.

Chatting can be a great thing, if
done right. We can easily get
overwhelmed with the number of
messages we have to handle. You
can now organize your
communications by project.

Feedback is the cornerstone of
any improvement cycle. Create
your surveys very quickly and get
your results real-time.

Create contact groups (e.g. finance,
accounting, customers etc.) and
share them with your team. Sync
your contacts to your phone realtime so you are always in touch.

Link your documents to your chat
or even have on-the-spot video
call to handle something urgent.
It's all there. At your fingertips.

From choosing your team's
favorite restaurant to getting realtime advice on how to handle
sticky situations. Collaboration
becomes a way of life!

Pricing

SOHO / Lite

$5

Small & Medium Enterprise

Complete secure collaborative solution
for your team

$12

per user /month

per user /month

Large & Government

$18

Easy to manage, don’t even need
an IT department

The most secure collaborative cloud
on the planet!

per user /month

One-step migration(TM) from your
existing platform

Reduce your IT costs by up to 70%

Full private cloud on-premises

No patches, updates or security holes

Reduce your IT costs by up to 70%

Private servers fully insulated from
the outside world

Private secured cloud

Super fast to load and easy to use
and on-board

Military grade encryption on all
communications (chats, audio and video calls)

Supported migration of emails and files

Securely share files with your customers

One-step migration of your
emails & documents

Edit and share Word, Excel and PowerPoint
without buying any MS licenses

Secure end-to-end encrypted video calls

No apps to install, all runs in your browser

Built-in training and on-boarding of your team
24h customer service and 1-hour critical
response time
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